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G�s Birthday  
 

Sunday 2:30 P.M., and as the beautiful voice on the 
hotline instructed, the pack starts straggling in to the 
parking lot under I-10 across the feeder from 
H.C.C.  Womb Service and someone in a fancy 
silver car are the first to show, followed by, S.O.S., 
Stop and Blow, Such-a-Puss, the lovely Toolbox on 
roller blades (not Roller Balls, although I�m sure 
French Drip would approve), and Will He Peter 
(who says he rode in all the way from his home) on 
his bicycle.   At 3:15 the pack is chomping at the bit 
for the hare to arrive and tells where to go.  Finally 
Grind Slut, our exalted hare shows up, gives a brief 
chalk talk, and sends us on our way toward campus.  
Over the bridge and under the campus to the train 
tracks the pack screeches to a halt at the first check.  
As no one wants to climb the 20 flights of stairs to 
see if trail takes off on the upper level of the school 
building, the pack just kind of mills around for a 
few minutes until Hooter Bill is heard in the 
distance yelling �ON-ON� on the far bridge going 
toward down town. After the cross we make a direct 
left and run through an area that smells like pizza 
where Trail Head and that one guy with the mullet 
(I can�t remember his name) slow down to enjoy the 
fragrance.  Stopped by another check the pack splits 
up again.  Call is heard from the left under the 
bridge and most of the pack follows.   Before the 
false trail is discovered, we do not go unnoticed by 
about 30 homeless guys on the level below us who 
look at us like we�re the ones that are nuts.  Turning 
around we go back to the check and continue the 

direction we were originally going.  Back on trail, 
we go toward the Star of Hope where Pipes and 
Burning Rubber try to stop in for a bite to eat, but 
were turned away because they were too well 
dressed, and continue under the freeway toward the 
old trestle bridge.  Finding trail going across it we 
make a right hook, through some mud, through a 
concrete factory thing, and back on some more train 
tracks.  Here somehow everyone gets twisted 
around as we see a sub-pack to the right on the 
bridge (damn there were a lot of bridges on this run) 
in the distance going one way, Jon Boy running 
along the bayou with his dog going toward them but 
no where near trail, and another sub-pack to the left 
running the opposite direction.  As fate would have 
I chose right, and trail turned out to be on the left.  
After catching up to these wankers, I discover that 
we are heading back the exact direction from which 
we came and low and behold, there is the old train 
trestle again, Damn!  Now from the end of the 
trestle we hook a left (should have done that in the 
first place, and I wouldn�t have had to write any of 
that last passage).  

 We run some more, crossing a beautiful field and 
make our way toward the Last Concert Café, and 
through a bunch of artsy crap.  On the way there it 
is heard that Gonad the Barbarian was happy to 
receive catcalls from the guys in the jail.  Finally 
the end is near.  We can see our parked card in the 
distance.  A to A YEAH!!!!, but NO, at the parking 
lot there is a big BN and an arrow point toward the 
left.  We follow the trail along the bayou and come 
to some steps leading into the water.  Looking 
across the bayou it is obvious that the end is right 
there because such lovelies as Gaslight, Smooth 
Stroker, Sperminator, and F Me Running were 
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lifting their tops for inspiration, and to show their 
support.  The question is do you follow the arrow 
indicating a good swim across the bayou, or do you 
wank out and run toward the bridge that is 1oo 
yards away and cross there.  Well not ones to wank, 
Balut, Ass Graber, and Saran Crap promptly jump 
in and begin their trek.  Jumping in was easy, 
getting out was a different story.  The stairs leading 
out were gloriously slippery and totally nasty.  
Arriving at the end the pack was kind of confused.  
It was obviously the end as there was no more flour, 
and it looked like an ideal place.  The problem was 
the only beer there was that of the homeless guy on 
the fire escape, and he had no intentions if sharing 
his.  Finally the beer and food arrived along with a 
half-gallon can of tuna fish provided by EZFag 
(whom everyone thought was nuts for bring it, but 
that ran out before the salsa and chips did).  The 
circle went on without a hitch with 
acknowledgements to the hare Grind Slut, G for is 
birthday, Manage Myself for not being gay, and 
Saran Crap for being gay (but acceptably gay, not 
like a real poof).  The after circle continued after the 
beer ran out as entertainment was provided by Roll 
Model�s dog going duck hunting, and a small round 
of melon rind target practice (the throwers will 
remain un named, but no ducks were harmed during 
this event, man those guys aim sucked).  The ON-
ON-ON was had at the Flying Saucer where much 
fun and merriment was had. 

 

Great run Grind! 

 

On-On, 
 
EZ Fag 

 
 


